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Non-Fungible Tokens, or NFTs, are digital assets based on blockchain technology and are steadily growing in popularity in the art market. The technology has created a novel way of establishing ownership through tamper-resistant cryptographic records. A majority of NFTs are created via the Ethereum protocol and are most notably associated with other assets, such as digital art. Even prominent auction houses, like Christie’s, have joined the action. NFTs offer a whole host of new and interesting legal concerns, including questions surrounding smart contracts. The concerns surrounding traditional art, however, are long-standing and include (but are not limited to) provenance, authenticity, title, copyright infringement, and various art crimes established by statute. The combination of existing law and new technology creates uncertainty and requires exploration.

This note explores how NFTs may influence a few of the long-standing issues in art law, specifically if an NFT were to be associated with tangible artwork. Further, this note argues that NFTs show promise at resolving some of the issues surrounding provenance, title, and authenticity if the artwork is created with an NFT in mind; however, the technology can also complicate these same issues—most notably copyright issues—especially with existing artworks not created with NFTs in mind. The legal concerns surrounding NFTs are uncertain and only just emerging, and as is the case with most nascent technology, regulation lags. Yet, the potential benefits to artists are encouraging and ever evolving.

I. INTRODUCTION

Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are unique cryptographic records that are enabled through blockchain technology and are connected or associated with a corresponding digital file or asset. Given the uniqueness of NFTs and the lack of central authority inherent in blockchain technology, NFTs have been linked to digital art as well as to physical assets to establish ownership.
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NFTs are most notable in the world of digital assets and digital art, but the traditional art world is plagued with the problems that NFTs might solve, such as problems regarding provenance, authenticity, title, copyright infringement, and art crime. This Note considers how NFTs might affect the non-digital art market and whether the use of NFTs will solve some of the age-old problems in art law, such as issues surrounding provenance, title, authenticity, copyright infringement, and art crime.

First, this Note will discuss the background of how NFTs create unique ownership through blockchain technology, as well as some of the traditional issues that arise in art law and the existing legal rules and laws that deal with those issues. The Note will then discuss the advantages and disadvantages of linking NFTs to physical art, antiquities, and cultural objects and whether NFTs will be able to solve some of the issues highlighted here.

II. BACKGROUND

A. How NFTs Create exclusive Ownership Through Blockchain Technology

To understand how NFTs create exclusive ownership, one must first be familiar with decentralized exchange protocol or distributed ledger technology. Blockchain is a type of distributed ledger technology on which NFTs exist and which make cryptocurrency transactions possible. A network of computers, known as nodes, each have access to a ledger that records transactions. Algorithms verify each group of transaction records or “blocks” and link each block to previous blocks as time-stamped “chains” through an encrypted “hash.” Once a block is verified and added to the blockchain, it cannot be changed without detection because doing so would change the hash. Further, the entire peer-to-peer network would have access to the en-
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tire ledger. Transactions on a blockchain are conducted via decentralized digital currency commonly referred to as “crypto” currency (“cryptocurrency”).

Bitcoin was the first type of cryptocurrency to go mainstream. They are electronic tokens or bits of data that may be interchanged with each other as a kind of non-monetary currency due to their fungible qualities. Bitcoins are fungible tokens that have a one-to-one value and are interchangeable—just as a dollar has the same value as another and can be exchanged for that other dollar. But, bitcoin does not have the physical counterpart of a paper bill. Ethereum, which uses the cryptocurrency Ether, is the protocol used for most NFTs. Bitcoin/blockchain transactions also make use of public-private key cryptography. Anyone can have a bitcoin account or “wallet” and a unique private key (similar to an email account and password), and when a transaction occurs, it is digitally signed with the person’s private key in combination with a public key. Then, the recipient uses the public key and their own private key to unencrypt.

In June 2017, Witòk Radomski created a code for the first non-fungible token, which led to the creation of the ERC-721 token that enables NFTs. Unlike fungible tokens like Bitcoin, the token or code associated with the NFT is a unique string of alphanumeric characters that gives its asset a specific “digital identity” that is not interchangeable. The non-fungible characteristic of the token is what makes it unique to its owner as it represents a
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cryptographic record. The NFT can then be “bought, traded, or sold” using other cryptocurrencies.

In addition to the unique token, there is generally a digital file or asset to which it is linked along with a smart contract, and when these three components are combined, the NFT is said to be “minted.” Minting occurs once the smart contract is triggered and an automatic transaction occurs on the blockchain. The unique NFT is associated with a digital file, such as art, a giphy, music, a video, or ownership rights in a tangible or intangible asset. The NFT file is stored on the blockchain, or it may be stored on an external database or “marketplace.”

Marketplaces are online platforms where an NFT may be stored, displayed, and sometimes minted (depending on the platform). The marketplace allows a user to create an account and provides the user with a “crypto wallet” prefunded with the cryptocurrency that is compatible with the NFT that the user wishes to buy or sell. Then the user can purchase or create the NFT. If the user wishes to buy an NFT based on the Ethereum protocol, for example, then one must have a wallet compatible with Ethereum and prefunded with ether. Listing and creating NFTs on a platform will incur a fee depending on the blockchain-based system (Ethereum is the system that underpins the majority of NFTs and has higher fees). These fees are usually referred to as “gas” and depend on the congestion or “traffic” of transactions taking place at a given time on the blockchain.

NFTs may be purchased for a specific price or through a bidding process. The marketplace is essentially the intermediary between buyer and seller, and once a seller is ready to sell an NFT through the marketplace, they are directed to a page where they may define the conditions of sale such as whether it will be a fixed sale or an auction type sale. The conditions of sale
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may also include royalties for the original owner of the NFT depending on the platform or marketplace, so that every time the NFT is resold, the original owner automatically earns a royalty. This essentially depends on the type of smart contract associated with the NFT.

Traditional contracts encompass offer, acceptance, and consideration, but this is not the case with data-oriented or “smart” contracts. Data-oriented contracts make use of computer code to carry out part of a contractual arrangement. Alternatively, a contract may be “computable” when a system can produce automated assessments of conformance. In other words, data relevant to performance and obligation are inputted, then the algorithm compares what was promised to what has occurred as a “prima-facie indica of performance.” However, smart contracts are merely computer software that execute based on “if-then” rules. Smart contracts may execute performance based on conditions, but they do not commit any party to do anything, or make any prospective promises. With respect to NFTs, once an NFT transaction is initiated through a database, the accompanying smart contract automatically interacts with the blockchain and mints or trades the NFT.

B. The Traditional Problems in Art Law and Existing Solutions

Some of the greatest problems in art law involve provenance, disputed title, authenticity, and copyright violations. Because the problems surrounding art, artifacts, antiquities, and cultural objects has existed for so long, Congress and the courts have come up with various laws, doctrines, and treaties. This section will attempt to briefly define and discuss some of the existing problems in art law and their attempted solutions. This is not an exhaustive list of the issues that arise in art law, but rather, some of the highlights to be further discussed in the context of the technological advancement of NFTs.
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1. Authenticity

In distinguishing forgeries and fakes, intention and context matter. A forgery is a fake that is passed off as an original with intent to deceive, whereas a fake is merely something that can be passed off as something else and depends on the context.\(^{43}\) Art authenticity evolves over time based on expert consensus and scholarship, which conflicts with the legal notion of authenticity as an unchanging objective inquiry.\(^{44}\) Therefore, the art world and the courts’ ideas surrounding authenticity are often at odds given these conflicting principles.\(^{45}\) Authenticity concerns arise in circumstances involving intentional forgeries, mistake, and as a moral right through the viewpoint of the artist.\(^{46}\)

Intentional forgeries are dealt with through criminal law.\(^{47}\) Authentica- tors and intermediaries between buyer and seller face liability regarding authenticity as well.\(^{48}\) Sellers and intermediaries, like auction houses and authenticators, may be subject to their representations and warranties according to the corresponding state versions of the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC), specifically UCC § 2-313, which deals with express warranties.\(^{49}\) Some states, like New York, have their own laws specifically dealing with express warranties made by art merchants.\(^{50}\) Additionally, the Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990 allows artists to denounce works that distort their creations or falsely use the artist’s name.\(^{51}\)

2. Title

As with authenticity, there is a tension between the legal concept of title and the art world’s concept of title regarding an artwork, artifact, or cultural object. There is a notion in property law that one cannot pass better title than one has (\textit{nemo dat quod non habet}).\(^{52}\) The UCC deals with title in section 2-312, regarding the implied warranty of title and the entrustment exception in
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section 2-403. Civil causes of action include replevin, fraudulent concealment, and conversion, among others.

In the art world there are three viewpoints of cultural objects: (1) the Nationalist viewpoint; (2) the Internationalist viewpoint; and (3) the Object-Context viewpoint. The Nationalist viewpoint suggests that each nation has the right to set its own rules with respect to its own property and encompasses the notion that the owner of property has the right to deal with their property as they see fit. The Internationalist viewpoint (or “Cultural Nationalist” viewpoint) is that there exists a common cultural heritage shared by all human beings. In other words, human beings are a collective and share an interest in the preservation and protection of cultural property, and therefore, should all have access to it. Under this theory, museums are the best place to keep cultural items because they are best equipped to protect such property and provide shared experiences for all. The Object-Context viewpoint, an offshoot of the Internationalist viewpoint, suggests that the best place for an object is the place where it comes from. Therefore, objects like antiquities or formerly looted pieces from historical churches and sites (often on account of war, political unrest, and colonialism) should be returned to the cultures and archaeological locations from where they were taken. The context of the object is important—under this theory the Elgin Marbles, for example, should be returned to their place of origin at the Acropolis instead of sitting in a museum in England.

Given these differing viewpoints, title may seem clear under the laws and cultural property viewpoint of one jurisdiction, but not another. Disputes may arise between nations as to the true owner of an artwork or antiquity, meaning that title to an artwork or cultural property may be in constant flux.
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For example, the Afo-a-Kom sculpture, sacred in Cameroon, that ended up in the hands of an art dealer at the Furman Gallery in New York.\(^{63}\)

3. **Provenance**

Given that authenticity and title are such prominent issues, the provenance of an artwork is therefore highly important in establishing the latter, and issues with provenance may ultimately result in issues with authenticity and title.\(^{64}\) Artworks and antiquities often move across state lines or may be looted from their sources because of war or political instability.\(^{65}\) An artwork, artifact, or antiquity may go missing for long periods of time, then later pop up in a different country or the home of a collector or celebrity.\(^{66}\) The FBI, therefore, deals with theft, fraud, looting, and trafficking of art across state and international lines through its art crimes team.\(^{67}\) Additionally, the FBI hosts the National Stolen Arts File (“NSAF”), which is a database of lost or stolen artworks and artifacts.\(^{68}\) Other federal statutes include Theft from Interstate Shipment, the Hobbs Act, Interstate Transportation of Stolen Property, Theft of Major Artwork, Illegal Trafficking in Native American Human Remains and Cultural Items, and the Theft of Government Property Act.\(^{69}\)

Conventions include the 1970 UNESCO Convention that was
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ratified by the U.S. as the UNESCO Convention on Cultural Property Implementation Act, and the 1995 UNIDROIT Convention on Stolen or Illegally Exported Cultural Property Objects. Provenance of artworks is of utmost importance to buyers, sellers, and intermediaries, and one’s position in a transaction may determine one’s idea of properly conducted provenance. Once again, conflict arises between legal principals and the standard practices of the art world, because auction houses have traditionally had a practice of not questioning their most prominent suppliers. For example, in *Menzel v. List*, a New York gallery innocently came into possession of a Chagall painting that turned out to have been taken from a private home by Nazis and turned up in France. The proprietors, Mr. Perls and his wife, who were extremely well known art dealers and donors, had engaged in the art-world practice of not asking questions about origin so as not to insult the Parisian gallery from which they acquired the painting. This behavior resulted in the court pushing back:

> An objection raised by the Perls to this measure of damages is that it exposes the innocent seller to potentially ruinous liability where the article sold has substantially appreciated in value. However, this ‘potential ruin’ is not beyond the control of the seller since he can take steps to ascertain the status of title so as to satisfy himself that he himself is getting good title. (Mr. Perls testified that to question a reputable dealer as to his title would be an ‘insult.’ Perhaps, but the sensitivity of the art dealer cannot serve to deprive the injured buyer of compensation for a breach which could have been avoided had the insult been risked.)

> . . . Had the Perls taken the trouble to inquire as to title, they could have sold to List subject to any existing lawful claims unknown to them at the time of the sale. Accordingly, the ‘prospects of ruin’ forecast as flowing from the rule are not quite as ominous

---
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as the argument would indicate. Accordingly, the order of the Appellate Division should be reversed as to the measure of damages and the judgment awarding List the value of the painting at the time of trial of the Menzel action should be reinstated.\textsuperscript{76}

4. Copyright

Copyright remains an issue in art law, because often it can be disputed as to whether an artwork that lends from another meets the fair use exception.\textsuperscript{77} Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution gives artists a limited time “to promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.”\textsuperscript{78} As such, Congress attributes several rights to the automatic copyright holder including the rights to make copies of the work, to distribute the work, to display the work, to perform the work, and the rights to modify or make derivatives of the work.\textsuperscript{79}

Notwithstanding these rights, Congress also allows for a fair use defense based on various factors like the purpose and character of the use, the nature of the copyrighted work, the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole, and the effect of the use upon the potential market or value of the copyrighted work.\textsuperscript{80} A transformative use is a very strong factor in the fair use analysis and many artworks have been able to get by on this defense.\textsuperscript{81} However, the fair use defense in terms of artwork is not always clear cut and courts have found violations.\textsuperscript{82}

Once again, legal notions conflict with the artistic viewpoint.\textsuperscript{83} An artist may view their art as a transformative work in the artistic sense, but judges and juries will ultimately decide whether this factor has been met in the legal sense.\textsuperscript{84} Counsel may call in experts, but legal constructs surrounding federal rules of evidence as well as jury instructions will ultimately guide a deci-
III. DISCUSSION

A. The Advantages of Linking an Art Sale to an NFT

As discussed, NFTs provide exclusive ownership through blockchain technology, and linking this emerging technology to physical artwork shows promise at addressing some of the issues associated with provenance, title, and authenticity. NFTs show promise at addressing the issue of provenance and title. The combination of blockchain technology and the exclusive ownership created by the NFT establishes a clear chain of ownership that is not constrained by geographic borders when the NFT is bought and subsequently resold. The clear line of transactions created by the blockchain ledger provide certainty as to provenance and title meaning that intermediaries and sellers can provide assurances to buyers with less risk and without having to ask uncomfortable questions of their sources, as was the case in List. Traditional auction houses like Christie’s have already realized this and started their own NFT marketplaces. Christie’s touts the advantage of improved provenance to its prospective buyers on the NFT dedicated portion of its website. Granted, Christie’s has only auctioned digital art (more strongly attached to
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the NFT itself), but given that one of its digital works sold for $69 million, it seems worthwhile that auction houses like Christie’s should try exploring associating NFTs with physical works as well.

The association of physical artwork with an NFT creates an argument for sellers that reasonable inquiry into provenance was conducted. It might be more likely that newer physical works of art should be the guinea pigs for this technology, because not only can an artist earn royalties this way (depending on the smart contract associated with the platform), but also, because newer works make it less likely that the dealer or auction house will run into problems tracing the provenance when said work was created along with an NFT. Additionally, outside contracts like the auction house’s conditions of sale may reinforce the obligation to sell the NFT along with the artwork and evidence the existence of an NFT that was created with a new physical work.

If an artist creates an NFT with a physical artwork independently and then a buyer wants to resell it to an auction house or dealer, then that future buyer can trace the previous transactions. However, if there is a break in the chain to the original artist, then the buyer or auction house need not purchase the work. Therefore, NFTs show promise at resolving the issue of provenance of physical artworks, or at least heavily reducing burden on the sellers for newer works created with an NFT in mind.

Not only do NFTs show promise at addressing the issue of provenance, but also, they may show promise at addressing authenticity as well. The UCC is a poor fit regarding authenticity in the art world because a work of
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art’s authenticity changes over time based on scholarship. However, NFTs might alleviate some of these problems when it comes to newer artworks where the artist is still alive and can link their physical work to an NFT from its very inception. NFTs provide a level of authenticity previously unknown because newer artists can create a digital asset as well as a physical asset to go with the NFT. For example, an artist can create a digital video file to go along with their NFTs showing the physical artwork being created. They can even announce who they are selling the artwork to, which auction house they have partnered with, and their intention to sell the work with an NFT. While an existing artwork that was not created with an NFT in mind could have an NFT created for it down the line, there is still no way to know that the physical artwork is not a fake or a forgery. Therefore, NFTs show the most promise at solving the issues of authenticity with newer works of art that are created with an NFT and that can be linked to the artist through the blockchain ledger and through a digital file such as a video.

NFTs show great potential at reducing the issues around authenticity, provenance, and title, because they alleviate some of the tensions between legal principles and the art world. This technology takes some of the burden off the seller regarding reasonable inquiry into provenance and gives more control to the original owner or artist by establishing a mode to strengthen the authenticity surrounding a physical artwork. While NFTs provide the greatest advantage when associated with a digital asset, there is no reason why linking NFTs to physical artworks should not be explored as well.
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B. Disadvantages or Unknown Consequences of Linking an Art Sale to an NFT

While NFTs lessen some of the issues surrounding provenance, title, and authenticity, they arguably further complicate the issue of copyright infringement and, in some regard, title as well.\(^{111}\) While there are several issues with unknown consequences with respect to NFTs, including contract issues, securities law issues, and environmental issues, this section limits discussion to the context of those traditional art law issues discussed in Section II supra.\(^{112}\)

NFT technology does nothing to alleviate copyright infringement, in fact, it arguably complicates the matter further.\(^{113}\) This holds true for NFTs created for digital works and for those NFTs that might be created for physical artworks.\(^{114}\) Unless the artist specifically gives up their copyrights, they still hold said copyrights for the artwork connected with the NFT.\(^{115}\) Because NFTs are a new technology, purchasers may assume that they are purchasing the underlying copyrights as well.\(^{116}\) Copyrights may be transferred via outside contracts or partially through the smart contracting process,\(^{117}\) but it is certainly not automatic that just because somebody owns the NFT that they will own the copyright to the work. Owning the NFT is essentially like owning the painting, but not having all the rights granted to the copyright holder.\(^{118}\)
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The work itself might also violate copyright law, even if it is a new authentic artwork created with an NFT in mind (as discussed in Section II supra). An artist may create a work based on the work of another artist without realizing that copyright infringement has occurred. If the artist contracts with an auction house or even sells their own NFT independently on a platform and the artwork is deemed to be in violation of copyright law (i.e., that it cannot meet the fair use defense), then what becomes of the associated NFT? This question remains to be seen, as there are transaction costs associated with an NFT (“gas”), and it is therefore uncertain as to who, if anyone, will receive damages for the NFT and whether the NFT itself will be considered part of the copyright infringement. So, while new works created with an NFT in mind might alleviate the issues of authenticity and provenance (especially one created with an accompanying digital file), the authentic artwork might still violate copyright law and the association with an NFT might further complicate the issue of damages.

Therefore, the issue of copyright infringement is unalleviated by NFTs. The buyer of an NFT may assume they hold the copyrights to the underlying asset, or the underlying asset itself, even if authentic, but may still violate copyright law. Furthermore, there is not enough established precedent surrounding this new technology to make reasonable predictions.
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125. See e.g., Blake Brittain, Jay-Z Label Rock-A-Fella Blocks Co-Founders ‘Reasonable Doubt’ NFT Auction, REUTERS (June 22, 2021), https://www.reuters.com/legal/transactional/jay-z-label-roc-a-fella-blocks-co-founders-reasonable-doubt-nft-auction-2021-06-22/ [https://perma.cc/95QC-Q9RC] (injunction was filed (and granted) to Rock-A-Fella Records Inc. stating that the NFT seller did not own the underlying copyright in Jay-Z’s album “Reasonable Doubt” to be able to sell the NFT, but rather, that the company owned the copyrights to the album. Seller argued that he was selling his interest in the company and not trying to sell the copyrights. The court did not address whether interests could be sold in this manner).
As mentioned, nations may have differing ideas of ownership and placing NFTs in the mix generates more controversy. This emphasizes why NFTs will not solve title issues surrounding antiquities, older artworks, and cultural objects. For example, if the Afo-A-Kom or the Russian Schoolroom painting came into the hands of an auction house and were legally auctioned off with an accompanying NFT, what would happen if the buyer was later forced to return the artwork or cultural object to its place of origin? The buyer has arguably paid part of the transaction costs associated with the NFT, but it is uncertain whether the nation would even consider the NFT and if the NFT would become obsolete.

While it is difficult to undermine the authenticity of an NFT, NFTs will also not eliminate the issues surrounding art fraud and crime. If a bad actor creates an NFT to accompany an artwork that turns out to be a forgery or a fake, the advantage of an NFT to track the ownership and movement of the artwork will not do much good. NFTs may arguably allow a fraudster to take more advantage of the NFT, because of the use of smart contracts.

A critical distinction between smart contracts and other forms of electronic agreements is enforcement, because once the software determines the necessary condition has occurred, performance is automatic. Therefore, smart contracts make performance unavoidable despite any outside variables that are in play. The contract would have to be undone “ex post” resulting in additional transaction costs and inconveniences. If somebody does not
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have proper ownership of the underlying work or it turns out to be inauthentic, the NFT transaction will go ahead and execute anyway.\textsuperscript{135} Forgers may continue to earn automatic commissions on pieces that are forgeries before the truth is known.\textsuperscript{136} Due to the lack of central authority surrounding blockchain transactions, a bad actor could very easily conduct transactions quickly and continue to do so regardless of borders.\textsuperscript{137}

Additionally, bad actors can take advantage by stealing a private key.\textsuperscript{138} Once an NFT key is lost, it is lost forever.\textsuperscript{139} The key is the unique password that gives the NFT owner their exclusive access to the NFT attached to the digital wallet, and if the key is shared or stolen because of hacking, then the bad actor or cybercriminal becomes the new owner.\textsuperscript{140} A caveat here is that the key holder would have to have access to the physical work to be able to resell the artwork associated with the NFT\textsuperscript{141} (however, if they were a forger, they could have a duplicate created to go along with the stolen NFT).\textsuperscript{142}

Stolen keys may also have consequences on an owner’s ability to bring a claim, because if a private key is stolen it may affect the discovery rule, which states that the cause of action to bring a private claim starts when the owner knew or should have known a valuable piece of art was missing or stolen.\textsuperscript{143} If the wallet of an NFT owner is hacked and the private key is stolen, it is uncertain whether this will affect statute.

While NFT’s may help resolve some of the issues surrounding provenance, title, and authenticity, there are still those issues such as copyright and fraud that NFTs may complicate and exacerbate. It is also clear that associating a physical artwork with an NFT could be more likely to benefit new artworks created with the NFT in mind than it is with existing artworks, antiquities, and cultural objects. This does not mean that NFTs associated with these existing works should be completely overlooked.
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IV. CONCLUSION

Law surrounding artificial intelligence often lags behind technological development. NFTs may create advantages for tracking art’s provenance, establishing title, authenticity, and create new financial benefits for artists via smart contracting. Still, some of the same problems persist surrounding original title, authenticity, as well as copyright infringement. Additionally, NFTs create a layer of complexity to these issues, especially for existing art, artifacts, and cultural objects. Despite the complexity, new artists who intend to create NFTs along with their traditional artwork may benefit the most. This development in technology may influence how auction houses and artists contract and how traditional art is bought and sold in the future.